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Case Study: Global Fortune 500 Company Leverages cPacket’s 
cVu Products to Deliver a Complete Security  Infrastructure

Overview

A leading multinational technology company with over $100 billion in 
revenue and millions of consumers worldwide, the company offers a wide 
range of consumer products and services, hardware, cloud computing, and 
gaming.

With a global network, efficient performance monitoring and 
troubleshooting was critical for this diversified company. The network 
department had implemented monitoring solutions from other vendors, 
but these tools were unable to effectively load balance traffic and deliver 
the relevant traffic across their security tools in order to maximize their 
performance and optimize their use capacity. With multiple networks 
running at high speeds, the company needed to find a cost-effective and 
secure way to monitor multiple links at full line rate with complete packet 
inspection on every port. In addition, they needed a way to get relevant 
traffic to other security tools without overwhelming them.

Challenges

With the goal in mind of meeting the performance demands of their 
network, the company upgraded its infrastructure to meet reliability, 
accuracy and security requirements. High speed network links can 
often pose major challenges such as monitoring critical traffic thoroughly 
while avoiding overburdening bandwidth limited security tools. As their 
network’s speeds and traffic increased, the company felt pressured to 
buy more security devices. Not only was this expensive, it made their 
security infrastructure more complex and harder to manage. The company 
was concerned that the increase in network traffic at higher speeds 
would overwhelm and limit the effectiveness of their existing security and 
monitoring tools. This would limit the analyzing of traffic coming into the 
network which creates a major security vulnerability.

Given the extraordinary volume of network traffic, it was apparent that the 
company needed to upgrade to a security infrastructure that would inspect 
all traffic, selectively filter incoming network traffic and deliver this traffic 
with increased efficiency and increased coverage while maintaining secure 
operations. The company prioritized load balancing, filtering, security and 
the ability to inspect traffic at higher speeds to ensure complete visibility 
across the entire network. To facilitate this upgrade, the company chose 
cPacket and its purpose-built cVu 3240NG, cVu 2440NG and cClear 
Dashboard along with cPacket’s 100G solutions to provide them with 
real-time, end-to-end visibility to better manage, analyze and secure their 
network.

“cPacket’s products are the base infrastructure of a next generation 
security and monitoring solution.”

– Network Security Engineer

Key Issues

• Previous monitoring solutions were 
unable to effectively distribute 
traffic to security tools

• Lack of monitoring all traffic caused 
increased security exposure

• Needed stronger monitoring 
and security tools to protect the 
network

Solutions

• cPacket’s cVu 3240NG

• cPacket’s cVu 2440NG

• cPacket’s cClear Dashboard

Results

• Reduced troubleshooting by 80%

• Substantial cost savings by 
reducing security tool costs

• Substantially improved network 
efficiency and visibility footprint

• Provided company with maximum 
security resilience

• Increased performance of security 
tools

“We tested a number of solutions 
from other vendors but none of 
them offered us complete network 
visibility without compromising on 
performance until we evaluated 
cPacket.”

-Network Security Engineer
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Resolution

The company explored and tested other options and tried various monitoring and security solutions but had seen 
a 40% performance loss which increased security concerns. “We needed a tool that could selectively filter relevant 
traffic and send this traffic directly to the most appropriate security tools for analysis,” stated a Network Security 
Engineer. The company discovered cPacket’s cVu 3240NG and cVu 2440NG and tested the products in their 
datacenter, which proved to be an unqualified success. Within a short period of testing, the company’s security team 
noticed a substantial improvement in network uptime as well as a stronger security posture. “cPacket’s cVu devices 
allows us to selectively filter out unnecessary traffic from Layer 2 to Layer 7 which improves the performance of our 
existing security tools and reduces the number of tools which provides us with greater cost savings,” a Network 
Security Engineer said. “Because of cPacket’s best-in class monitoring and security solutions, we now have a highly 
secure and resilient infrastructure.”

cPacket’s versatile cVu 3240NG and cVu 2440NG offer 32 and 24 40G ports in a 2U form factor. These devices 
provide a broad monitoring footprint at speeds of 40G for line rate performance analytics and complete packet 
inspection on every port to support mission critical monitoring. cPacket’s cVu products reduce mean time to 
resolution from common network problems by providing direct visibility into network behavior. In addition, 
measuring and selectively removing irrelevant traffic saves costs through optimized tool efficiency. With its open 
monitoring architecture, cPacket’s cVu devices can forward detailed forensic data as well as high resolution 
metadata in real-time to other monitoring and security tools for additional analysis and troubleshooting. cClear 
provides the visualization and analytics layer for all parts of the cVu’s for detailed performance indicators, proactive 
alerts and the ability to search in real time L2-7 across the entire infrastructure.

After initial testing, the company decided to deploy cPacket’s cVu NG products throughout their multiple 
datacenters. Additional cVu NG products and other cPacket solutions are expected to be deployed in the near 
future.

Benefits

Before deploying cPacket’s cVu devices, the IT team was not receiving the accurate data needed to troubleshoot 
network problems in order to maintain a secure network. In a large and complex datacenter with mission critical 
business applications, network stability and security are critical. With cPacket, troubleshooting time was reduced by 
80% and the company was able to handle increasing traffic volume without the risk of overwhelming their existing 
security tools. “cPacket’s cVu devices have increased the effectiveness of our existing tools by only sending 
relevant traffic for analysis,” explains the Network Security Engineer. “Because of cPacket’s monitoring and security 
solutions, we get the best of both worlds: a more secure network and the ability to achieve substantial cost savings.”

cPacket’s cVu 3240NG and cVu 2440NG has enabled this company to do more with less, reducing the cost 
and complexity of its network monitoring infrastructure while still increasing monitoring coverage. Simplified 
management has allowed the IT team to focus their effort on managing the network and less on managing the tools, 
which translates into improved network uptime, a resilient and secure infrastructure and greater ROI.

About cPacket Networks

cPacket Networks offers next-generation performance monitoring, packet brokering and security forensics solutions 
for service providers and other large network operators. By bringing network intelligence closer to the wire, cPacket 
enables network operators to proactively identify problems before they negatively impact end-users. cPacket 
delivers real-time performance analytics at line-rate speeds up to 40Gbps and 100Gbps and provides the broadest 
coverage available in the industry. By improving operational efficiency and proactively identifying problems, 
cPacket customers are able achieve substantial OPEX and CAPEX savings. Based in Silicon Valley, CA, cPacket 
solutions are relied on by operators of the world’s largest service provider and enterprise networks.

For more information about cPacket products visit www.cpacket.com.
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